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Quantum-mechanical study of vibrational relaxation of HF in collisions
with Ar atoms
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Vibrational relaxation cross sections and rate constants of HF(v51) by Ar are calculated on a
recent semiempirical potential energy surface~PES! @J. Chem. Phys.111, 2470~1999!# using the
quantum-mechanical coupled states approach. Accurate theoretical estimations of rate coefficients
for vibrational relaxation of HF(v51) at temperatures between 100 and 350 K are obtained. The
vibrational relaxation is shown to be of a quasiresonant character and occur mostly to two nearest
rotational levels of the ground vibrational state. The weak isotope effect after substitution of HF by
DF is investigated and explained. The cross sections for vibrational relaxation of HF(v, j 50),
wherev51,2,3,4, are calculated and shown to increase significantly asv increases. In the same
calculations we observe a dramatic increase of multiple quantum vibrational transitions as the
difference between the initial and final states falls in close resonance with the collision energy. A
comparison of the cross sections obtained from the coupled states calculations with those performed
with rotational infinite-order-sudden approximation proves a crucial role of molecular rotations for
vibrational relaxation. Finally, we describe the close coupling coupled states calculations for
relaxation and rotational excitation of HF(v51, j 50) with a reduced number of open channels in
the basis set and show that it is possible to obtain converged results for rotationally inelastic
transitions between the various levels ofv51 neglecting all states belowv51, j 50. © 2001
American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1333704#
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I. INTRODUCTION

The interest in the mechanism of vibrational relaxati
~VR! of hydrogen halides~HX! is mainly concerned with the
participation of vibrationally excited HX molecules in las
systems and chemical reactions with nonstatistical ene
partitioning between various degrees of freedom as wel
possible formation of inverse rotational population of H
molecules as a result of vibration-to-rotation ener
conversion.1–3 VR of HX molecules in collisions with rare
gases~Rg! has also attracted much attention because of
periments on the relaxation in inert matrices. Many g
phase experiments involving HX molecules use Rg as ca
gases and it is necessary to know the effect of the carrier
in order to interpret the experimental results.3,4 A recent in-
terest in VR in atom–diatom collisions, in general, and
Rg1HX collisions, in particular, has been stimulated by o
servation of quasiresonant vibration–rotation ene
transfer.5,6

For these reasons, VR of hydrogen halides, and HF
particular, has been a subject of many experimen
studies7–19 whose results are collected and reviewed in

a!Telefax:146-31167194. Electronic mail: roman@phc.chalmers.se
b!Currently on sabbatical leave at IMAFF CSIC, Madrid, Spain.
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comprehensive work by Leone.20 VR of HF molecules by Rg
is very slow. That is why most experimental studies foc
mainly on high temperature regimes. Bott and Cohen11–13

have measured the temperature dependence of the relax
times of HF(v51) and DF(v51) by Ar and He in the in-
terval 1350–4000 K by monitoring infrared emission
shock tubes. An interesting result of their study was that
relaxation times for DF were almost the same as those
HF and the difference between the results for HF and
was within the experimental uncertainty. Blairet al.14 used
the shock tube—laser induced fluorescence method, to s
VR of HF by Ar at temperatures 800–2400 K. In gener
their data were in an agreement with those by Bott and
hen although they found that the relaxation times of HF
Ar were so small that low amounts of impurities influen
them significantly even at as high a temperature as 1000
The measurements of VR in HX by Rg at lowe
temperatures7–10 can, therefore, be considered only as upp
limits of the true values. Smith and Wrigley15,16 used a time
resolved vibrational chemiluminescence method to meas
the relaxation of HF(v52,3,5) by various agents includin
Ar. They found that the relaxation rate increases significan
with v and the rate constant can be scaled to a good appr
mation asvn wheren ranges between 2.0 and 3.8 depend
on the deactivating agent. Several experimental studie
9 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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vibrationally elastic rotational relaxation in HF by Rg3,21,22

have been performed in order to elucidate the detailed c
sional energy transfer processes. BelBrunoet al.21 used the
measurements of the argon-broadened HF linewidths to
tain state-to-state rotation relaxation rate constants. Taa
and Leone3 reported a study of HF(v50, j 513) relaxation
by various Rg atoms. Recently, Chapmanet al.22 conducted
measurements of state-to-state rotationally inelastic c
sections at three collision energies. To summarize, the
perimental findings were that~1! VR of HX ~HF! by Rg ~Ar!
is very slow,~2! there is no or only a small isotope effe
when HF is replaced by DF,~3! the VR rate increases rapidl
with initial vibrational excitation,~4! low-temperature ex-
perimental data on VR are unreliable although there
some accurate measurements of vibrationally elastic r
tional relaxation.

These interesting features attracted the attention of th
reticians. However, most theoretical studies of VR in H
molecules are of model character and involve ma
approximations.23–35 Moore23 suggested a model assumin
that most of the vibrational energy of the diatomic was co
verted to rotational energy after a collision with Rg. Th
provided an explanation of the small isotope effect obser
in experiments. A more accurate breathing sphere
effective mass model was subsequently proposed
Nikitin.24 According to this model the vibrational transitio
is determined by the relative velocity component direc
along the gradient of the PES for interaction of Rg with H
Within a free rotating model25–28 it was assumed that rota
tional transitions in a free rotating diatom are induced b
time-dependent interaction with the collider. The advanta
of the model studies was that they provided analytical
pressions for VR rate constants. Thompson29,30 performed
quasiclassical trajectory~QCT! calculations of VR in HF and
HCl by Ar. For the case of HF his results showed that
rotational energy transfer is almost independent of the vib
tional excitation, whereas the vibrational transitions are s
nificantly enhanced by increasing rotational energy. He a
argued that both the rotational and vibrational energy of
for the v and j quantum numbers considered are predo
nantly converted into translational energy of the fragmen
This suggestion is in apparent contradiction to the result
preceding experimental and theoretical studies as well as
QCT calculations of VR in Ar1HCl collisions. Sewellet al.
performed a combined classical trajectory—quantum sca
ing analysis of VR of HCl by Ar.35 It was shown in their
work that the effective mass approach to VR can give
reasonable description of vibrational transitions in HCl. T
main deductions that can be made from the model and Q
studies of VR are the following:~1! the temperature depen
dences of the VR rate constants obey the Landau–Teller
(;exp@2a/T 3#) to a very good approximation,~2! the VR
rates are very sensitive to the intermolecular Rg–HX pot
tial, ~3! the rotations of the diatom play a crucial role in th
VR process,~4! rotational excitation enhances VR,~5! cross
sections for VR are reasonably well described by an ex
nential energy gap law. These features make the accu
study of VR in HX molecules computationally difficult an
the only fully quantum mechanical studies of VR in the H
li-
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1Rg systems have been those by Gianturcoet al.31–33 and
Bienieck.34 These works are based on either breathing sph
or infinite-order-sudden approximations of the molecular
tation.

Another obstacle for theoretical studies of VR in the R
1HX systems beyond the computational difficulty has be
the lack of reliable three-dimensional interaction poten
energy surface~PES!. In the previous works the PES’ fo
interaction of Rg with HX were either approximated by
pairwise additive function29 or by an analytical fit of theab
initio data in a limited region of the coordinate space.24,28,32

However, implementation of an accurate PES seems to
necessary condition for a quantitative description and qu
tative understanding of the VR process. As follows from t
numerous microwave and infrared spectroscopic studie
the RgHX van der Waals complexes~see, e.g., Refs. 36 fo
ArHF!, their PES’ themselves exhibit quite interesting b
havior. First, they are extremely anisotropic having tw
minima in the collinear configurations. Second, the inter
tion strength increases with the elongation of HX bond,
equivalently, with increasing vibrational excitation of the d
atomic fragment. Spectroscopic and other experimental d
were used by Hutson for construction of accurate semiem
ical PES’ including the H6~4,3,2! potential for ArHF.37 Un-
fortunately, these PES’ do not depend on HX bondlengtr
explicitly, being parameterized by vibrational quantum nu
ber v, and can not be used, without additional approxim
tions, in the accurate dynamical calculations of the VR d
namics. Nor have the numerousab initio calculations, which
showed impressive agreement with the semiempir
approach,38 so far provided a global PES suitable for the
purpose. However, Grigorenkoet al.39 suggested a simple
diatomics-in-molecule~DIM ! model for the ArHF PES. Be-
ing refined to fit the spectroscopic data,40 this potential has
been shown to provide very reasonable description of
vibrational predissociation of the ArHF complex40,41—a rup-
ture of a van der Waals bond due to the vibrational ene
transfer from the excited diatomic fragment, a process wh
can be considered as a ‘‘half-collision’’ analog of the V
process. Vibrational predissociation dynamics is more se
tive to the topology of the PES than the collision dynam
which is primarily related to the repulsive part of the inte
action and subjected to averaging over the mutual orie
tions of the fragments and the total angular momentum t
greater extent. Previous experience42 leads us to expect tha
the DIM potential from Ref. 40 will provide a reliable de
scription of the Ar1HF vibrational relaxation. Another ad
vantage of implementing this PES is the possibility of dire
comparison of the qualitative features of full- and ha
collision vibrational energy transfer.

The main goal of the present paper is to improve o
understanding of the VR mechanism in the Ar1HF colli-
sions. For this purpose we use the most suitable quant
mechanical method—a close coupling coupled states~CC-
CS! approach43–48—for the dynamical calculations on th
DIM PES.40 Treating both rotational and vibrational degre
of freedom of the diatom accurately we examine the qual
tive peculiarities of the VR observed in the high-temperat
experiments11–19 and use the low-temperature experimen
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data on vibrational7,9 and rotational3 relaxation of HF by Ar
to test our approach. In order to investigate the role of m
lecular rotations in VR we perform cross section calculatio
with an infinite-order-sudden approximation for rotations
the diatom. Extending our CC-CS calculations to as h
energies as possible we investigate the one and mul
quantum VR from the excited vibrational levels of HF. F
nally, we perform some additional quantum-mechanical c
culations on an approximate pairwise PES in order to st
the dependence of the results upon the interaction poten

The following notation is used for quantum numbers
the present paper:J denotes the total angular momentum f
the collision, whilej is the rotational angular momentum o
the diatom.Ĵz and ĵ z are the operators that give thez com-
ponent ofĴ and ĵ , respectively, andV denotes the projection
of the total angular momentum on the body-fixed quanti
tion axis. The notationv is used to denote the vibrationa
states of the diatom. The hat over a symbol denotes the
responding operator. Conventional Jacobi coordinates
used to describe the internal dynamics of the triatomic s
tem as shown in Fig. 1. The remainder of the paper is or
nized as follows. In Sec. II we describe the dynamical me
ods that we use for the scattering calculations. Section
presents the results and their discussion while the con
sions are summarized in Sec. IV.

II. SCATTERING CALCULATIONS

In our work we implement~in atomic units! the ap-
proach developed by McGuire and Kouri43 and used by
many authors to describe the dynamics of the ro-vibratio
energy transfer in atom–diatom collisions.44–46,48 In brief,
the coupled states approximation~CSA! is applied in a body-
fixed coordinate system with the quantization axis coincid
with the line between the centers of mass of the collid
particlesR. The centrifugal term in the total Hamiltonian o
the triatomic system is approximated as43,46

FIG. 1. Jacobi coordinates for internal structure of the Ar1HF complex.
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~ Ĵ2 ĵ !25 Ĵ21 ĵ 222Ĵzĵ z . ~1!

In this expression the terms responsible for the coupling
tween states with differentV values are omitted. The partia
wave functions (CJV) are expanded in terms of products
translational (Fv j

JV), vibrational (xv
j ) and rotational (Yj V)

functions as follows:

CJV5
1

R(
v, j

Fv j
JV~R!xv

j ~r !Yj V~Q,0!. ~2!

Substitution of expansion~2! into the stationary Schro¨dinger
equation results in a system of close coupling coupled st
~CC-CS! equations to be solved for fixed values ofJ andV

F d2

dR2
1kv j

2 2
J~J11!1 j ~ j 11!22V2

R2 GFv j
JV~R!

52m (
v8, j 8

^v j VuV~r ,R,Q!uv8 j 8V&Fv8 j 8
JV

~R!. ~3!

Here m is the reduced mass of the colliding particles,kv j

5A2m(E2ev j ), E is the total energy andev j is the energy
of the ro-vibrational channeluv j &. We will omit V notation
from the designation of the diatomic states where it is
necessary. In order to evaluate the matrix eleme
^v j VuV(r ,R,Q)uv8 j 8V& the interaction potential is conven
tionally expanded in Legendre polynomials as

V~r ,R,Q!5(
l

Vl~r ,R!Pl~cos~Q!!, ~4!

and the integrals over the angular part are tak
analytically.49 The asymptotic solution of Eq.~3! yields the
scatteringS-matrix that is used for calculation of the tota
cross sections for inelastic ro-vibrational transitions acco
ing to the expression

sv j→v8 j 8
V

~E!5
p

kv j
2 (

J
~2J11!uSv j ;v8 j 8

JV
~E!u2. ~5!

Averaging ofsv j→v8 j 8
V (E) over a Maxwell–Boltzmann dis-

tribution of energies and summation over all helicitiesV
gives state-resolved rate constants (kv j→v8 j 8) which are
summed over all final rotational states and averaged ove
initial rotational states with Boltzmann weighting factor
The obtained quantity (kv→v8) corresponds to the exper
mentally observed rate constant.

Apart from the CSA@Eq. ~1!# we make no other approxi
mations, i.e., the vibrational wave functionsxv

j and the cor-
responding ro-vibrational energy levels of the diatomic m
ecule are determined numerically by solving the equation

F2
1

2mHF

d2

dr2
1VHF~r !1

j ~ j 11!

2mHFr
2Gxv

j ~r !5ev jxv
j ~r !,

~6!

wheremHF denotes the reduced mass of the diatomic and
spectroscopic potentialVHF(r ) has been taken from Ref. 5
in the form of an extended Rydberg function.

In order to investigate the role of molecular rotations
VR we, following the works of Banks and Clary46 and Tan-
ner and Maricq,48 perform the calculations using the clos
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FIG. 2. Ro-vibrational energy leve
diagram of HF~a! and DF~b!.
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coupling method for the vibrational degree of freedom a
the infinite-order-sudden approximation for rotations of t
diatom ~CC-IOSA!. In the CC-IOSA the energy sudden a
proximation is made to the centrifugal term in the to
Hamiltonian

~ Ĵ2 ĵ !25 Ĵ21 ̂̄2. ~7!

Here ̄ denotes an effectivej value often chosen to be equ
to zero.45,46,48The total Hamiltonian of the triatomic system
depends on the Jacobi angleQ only parametrically through
the intermolecular interaction potential and the partial wa
expansion now becomes

CJV5
1

R(
v

Fv ̄

J
~R,Q!xv

̄ ~r !. ~8!

This leads to the following CC-IOSA equations to be solv
with fixed values ofJ andQ:

F d2

dR2
1kv ̄

2
2

J~J11!1 ̄~ ̄11!

R2 GFv ̄

J
~R,Q!

52m(
v8

^vuV~r ,R,Q!uv8&Fv8 ̄

J
~R,Q!. ~9!

The solution of these equations gives an angle depen

S-matrix (Svv8
J,̄ (Q)) from which the CC-IOSA cross section

can be computed as

sv→v85
p

2kv ̄

2 (
J

~2J11!E
0

p

dQ sinQuSvv8
J,̄

~Q!u2. ~10!

Three-dimensional DIM PES for the interaction of H
with Ar is described in Refs. 39 and 40. In order to test
sensitivity of the dynamical results to the interaction pote
tial we perform selected calculations on an approximate P
that is a sum of two pairwise ArH and ArF terms each fitt
to ab inito second-order Møller–Plesset~MP2! calculations
by a modified Buckingham function.51 This PES will be de-
noted hereafter as pairwise additive Bunkingham~PAB!
PES.

All dynamical calculations presented below are p
formed using a newly developed program for exact and
proximate quantum-mechanical calculations of cross sect
d

l

e

nt

e
-
S

-
-

ns

for ro-vibrational energy transfer in atom–diatomic molecu
collisions. The performance of the code has been chec
against a large number of inelastic scattering data availa
in the literature as well as against selected calculations w
the MOLSCAT52 program. Several methods of propagation
the close coupling equations are employed in the progr
More details about our program can be found on the web53 or
requested from the corresponding author.

III. RESULTS

An examination of Fig. 2~a! depicting the ro-vibrational
energy diagram of the HF molecule shows that there are
rotational levelsuv50, j & below the first vibrational energy
threshold and the stateuv50, j 513& is in approximate reso-
nance with the stateuv51, j 50&. This diagram as well as
the previous theoretical studies suggest that there should
strong interplay between rotational and vibrational motion
the diatom in the course of an Ar1HF collision.

To obtain cross sections foruv j &→uv8 j 8& transitions the
CC-CS calculations are performed forj 11 helicities V
50,1,. . . ,j . A 1% cross-section convergence with respec
the number of partial waves and the basis set size is che
and ensured. We find that at least two closed vibratio
states should be included in the basis set to have the vi
tionally inelastic cross sections fully converged. To obta
the total rate constant for relaxation of thev51 state atT
5350 K cross section calculations are performed for 10
tial j values in the energy interval 5–4000 cm21.

Although many early studies of the validity of the C
approximation for the atom–diatomic molecule scatter
calculations~see, e.g., Refs. 43 and 54! involved systems
with low anisotropy of interaction, recent calculations for t
collisions of He with CO and the collisions of Ar and H
with OH55–57—systems possessing high anisotropy
interaction—showed a good agreement of the CS res
with both more accurate coupled channel calculations
experimental data where available. In the case of Ar1HF
collisions the CS approximation was investigated by Bar
and co-workers58 who performed a semiclassical study
rotationally inelastic scattering on the H6 PES37 which is
similar to the PES we use in the present work. The autho58

found that the CSA results agreed very well with their fu
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semiclassical calculations. To evaluate the error of the C
in the present work we also perform full close coupling c
culations of cross sections for multiple quantum rotatio
transitions in the HF(v50, j 50)1Ar collisions. Our results
show that in the range of collision energies between 200
3000 cm21 the average deviation of the CS values from t
CC calculations is within 20% of the absolute magnitude
the cross section.

To study the dependence of the dynamical results u
the intermolecular interaction potential we complement
lected calculations of the vibrationally elastic and inelas
cross sections on the DIM PES with those performed on
PAB PES. The radial~R! dependence of the two PES’ a
large intermolecular separation is qualitatively the same
the collinear and T-shaped configurations~Table I!. The an-
gular (Q) dependence is, however, different. In agreem
with experimental andab initio data on the ArHF van de
Waals complex,36–38 DIM PES has two minima in the col
linear configurationsQ50 and 180°, whereas there is on
one minimum on the PAB PES atQ50. At short intermo-
lecular distances the PAB PES overestimates the DIM in
action strength by a factor 3.5–3.7 in the collinear Ar–H
configuration (Q50°) and underestimates the interacti
steepness by 1.5 times in the collinear Ar–FH configurat
(Q5180°). In the T-shaped configuration (Q590°) both
PES are similar differing by a factor 1.1–1.2. The DIM PE
shows stronger dependence on the HF interatomic distanr
than the PAB PES. At larger values (.4.5 Å! the interac-
tion energy on the DIM PES is 1.5–2 times greater than t
on the PAB PES and the difference becomes greaterr
increases. The different short range behavior a
Q-dependence of the DIM and PAB PES’ lead to sign
cantly different Legendre expansions~4! of the PES’. The
DIM PES is more anisotropic than the PAB one. At least
terms in Legendre expansion~4! of the DIM PES are neces
sary to obtain the fully converged cross sections for vib

TABLE I. Equilibrium distances and interaction energies on the DIM a
PAB PES’ of the ArHF complex at the HF interatomic distance 0.9186
and fixed values ofQ. The entries given in italic correspond to the tru
minima of the PES’. The energy is referred to the separation limit of Ar a
HF. The valueQ50 corresponds to the collinear Ar1HF approach.

PES Q ~deg! R ~Å! E (cm21)

DIM 0 3.585 2159.0
90 3.471 288.5

180 3.304 2118.6

PAB 0 3.492 2173.2
90 3.329 2106.0

180 3.465 274.3

TABLE II. Rate constant (cm3 s21 molecule21) for rotational relaxation of
HF(v50, j 513) by Ar at room temperature.

kv50,j 513→v50,( j 8

DIM PES 1.71310212

PAB PES 0.59310212

Experiment~Ref. 3! 0.93(60.09)310212
A
-
l

d

f

n
-

c
e

n

t

r-

n

e

at

d

5

-

tionally inelastic transitions whereas it is sufficient to reta
20 terms in the expansion~4! of the PAB PES. The first
terms of the PAB PES expansion differ from the correspo
ing terms of the DIM PES expansion by more than an or
of magnitude. The DIM PES is used for most calculatio
while the PAB PES is implemented mainly for the purpo
of comparative analysis of the most interesting features
the dynamics. In the discussion below, theoretical res
correspond to the calculations with the DIM PES unle
stated otherwise.

We start by performing calculations of the rate const
for rotational relaxation of HF(v50, j 513) by Ar ~Table II!
that has been measured accurately by Taatjes and Leo3

The difference between the measured and calculated va
is within the variations of the PES’ which reflects their di
tinct anisotropy. It may be interesting to note that simi
calculations of the relaxation rate constant in HF(v50, j
513)1Ne underestimate the experimental result by a fac
of 3.47

Table III collects room temperature rate constants
VR of various uv51, j & states summed overj 8. The relax-
ation rate increases rapidly with initial rotational excitatio
The rate constant for VR fromuv51, j 58& is almost two
orders of magnitude larger than that for VR ofuv51, j
50&. The total rate constant for relaxation ofuv51& in the
temperature interval 100–350 K is presented in Table
The results agree well with experimental data given that
latter can be considered only as upper bounds of the
values. The rate constant decreases by almost two orde
magnitude as the temperature falls from 350 to 100 K. T
is partially due to the rapid decrease of the relaxation rate
the initial rotational distribution gets colder.

d

TABLE III. Room temperature rate constants (cm3 s21 molecule21) for vi-
brational relaxation of HF(v51, j ) by Ar.

j kv51,j→v50

0 0.088310215

1 0.164310215

2 0.168310215

3 0.260310215

4 0.711310215

5 1.528310215

6 2.079310215

7 4.990310215

8 5.728310215

TABLE IV. Rate constant for vibrational relaxation of HF(v51) by Ar,
cm3 s21 molecule21. The experimental values are taken from the referen
indicated in the third column.

T ~K! kv51→v50 Reference

100 7.16310217 This work
200 4.08310216 This work
300 1.55310215 This work

,1.90310215 Refs. 8 and 9
350 2.60310215 This work

,3.10310215 Ref. 10
,1.10310214 Ref. 7
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Figure 3 depicts logarithmic plots of state-resolved cr
sections for one-quantum relaxation of the vibrational lev
with initial v51,2,3, and 4 vs the finalj values. Interestingly,
all curves have similar shape showing resonant peaks aro
j 512,13 for the relaxation from higherv states. The cross
sections for VR ofuv54& are almost two orders of magn
tude larger than those for VR ofuv51&. That can not be
explained simply by the anharmonicity of the potential w
of HF. The difference between theu j 50& states ofuv54&
and uv53& is only a factor 1.7 less than that betweenuv
51& and uv50&. The distance between the curves for t
relaxation of differentv states touv21& is approximately the
same decreasing slightly asv goes up and the total VR cros
sections scale approximately asv3.44. This is in accord with
the experimental observation4,13,15 that the rate constant fo
one-quantum VR scales asvn wherev is the number of the
initial vibrational state andn is a constant ranging from 2.
to 3.8 depending on the bath gas. Figure 4 shows plots o
ratios of the coupling matrix elementŝj 50,vuVuv21, j
513&/^ j 50,v21uVuv22, j 513& in the region ofR values
where the coupling matrix elements have the maximum
solute magnitude. The ratioŝ j 50,vuVuv21, j 513&/^ j
50,v21uVuv22, j 513& are approximately 3–5 which i
the result of the rapid increase of the interaction energy w
the elongation of the HF bondlength. To verify this we pe
form the calculations of the VR cross sections from the h
v levels of HF on the PAB PES that exhibits a weaker d
pendence on ther-coordinate. The ratios of the coupling m
trix elements ^ j 50,vuVPABuv21, j 513&/^ j 50,v
21uVPABuv22, j 513& are around 1.5–2.8~cf. 3–5 with the
DIM PES! and the cross sections calculated on the PAB P
increase slower with initial vibrational excitation than tho
obtained on the DIM PES. The total VR rate ofuv54, j
50& is only 25 times greater than that ofuv51, j 50& ~cf. 68
with the DIM PES!.

As follows from Fig. 2~a! and the energy gap law29 the
vibrational relaxation ofuv51& in HF should result in an

FIG. 3. Cross sections for one quantum relaxation of HF(v, j 50) by Ar:
v51 ~up triangles!, v52 ~down triangles!, v53 ~squares!, v54 ~circles!.
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enhanced population of rotationally excited (j >13) states of
uv50&. On the other hand, as it is shown on Fig. 5, t
potential coupling due to the interaction of HF with Ar d
creases as the difference between the final and initial rota
quantum numbers becomes smaller with the integral^v
50, j 513uVuv51, j 50& having much lower magnitude
than that of ^v50, j 50uVuv51, j 50&. Figure 6 presents
plots of the cross sections for theuv51, j 50&→uv50, j &
transitions vs the finalj values at four collision energies. I
may be seen that at low collision energies the vibratio
transitions are of purely resonant character withj 513 and
j 514 being the only levels populated after the collision.

FIG. 4. Ratios of the interaction potential coupling matrix elements a
function of intermolecular separation: Up triangles—V4,3/V3,2, squares—
V3,2/V2,1, circles—V2,1/V1,0, down triangles—V4,3/V2,1, diamonds—
V4,3/V1,0, Vv8,v95^v8, j 50uVuv9, j 513&, V50.

FIG. 5. Interaction potential coupling matrix elements of HF1Ar as func-
tions of the center-of-mass separation: solid line—^v51, j 50uVuv50, j
50&, dashed line—̂v51, j 50uVuv50, j 57&, dotted–dashed line—̂v
51, j 50uVuv50, j 513&.
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higher energies the plots show some structure with additio
peaks atj 56 – 8 andj 516. These may be explained by th
competition of the energy gap law with the coupling due
the interaction of HF with Ar. At low energies the energe
factor prevails and none of the states exceptj 513 and j
514 are accessible. But even at higher energies where
resonance peaks are not so pronounced the population o
j 513 andj 514 levels dominates. This peculiarity of VR i

FIG. 6. Cross sections foruv51, j 50&→uv50, j & transitions in Ar1HF at
the collision energies 300 cm21 ~a!, 834 cm21 ~b!, 3000 cm21 ~c!, and 4000
cm21 ~d!.
al

he
the

HF is solely due to the high anisotropy of interaction wi
Ar. Table V presents state resolved cross sections for
uv51, j 50&→uv50, j & transitions obtained with differen
number of Legendre polynomials in the angular expansion
PES @Eq. ~4!#. The high (;10– 15) terms in Legendre ex
pansion contribute crucially to transitions fromuv51, j
50& to high rotation levels ofuv50&. Quantitative informa-
tion on the resonance effect may be obtained from Table
where the state-resolved rate constants obtained forT5300
K on two PES’ are presented. The rate constants
uv51, j 50&→uv50, j 513& and uv50, j 514& transitions
constitute the dominant part of the totalj-summed rate con-
stant being more than an order of magnitude larger than
transitions to all otherj levels.

Table VI shows that the rate constants for VR of H
(kv51, j 50→v50, j ) calculated on the PAB PES underestima
the values obtained with the DIM PES for low finalj values
by several orders of magnitude and approach the latter
high j ’s. This is the consequence of two factors. First, t

TABLE VI. Room temperature rate constants (cm3 s21 molecule21) for
vibrational relaxation of theuv51, j 50& level of HF by Ar to variousuv
50, j 8& states.

j 8 k10→0 j 8~DIM PES! k10→0 j 8~PAB PES!

0 0.546310219 0.834310221

1 0.105310218 0.245310220

2 0.103310218 0.436310220

3 0.153310218 0.763310220

4 0.212310218 0.134310219

5 0.354310218 0.233310219

6 0.572310218 0.397310219

7 0.957310218 0.650310219

8 0.156310217 0.989310219

9 0.249310217 0.132310218

10 0.338310217 0.174310218

11 0.424310217 0.187310218

12 0.703310217 0.782310219

13 0.330310216 0.112310216

( j 8 0.876310216 0.166310216
y

TABLE V. Cross sections (Å2) for uv51, j 50&→uv50, j & transitions in the Ar1HF collisions obtained with
various number of terms (l) in Legendre expansion~4! of the DIM interaction PES. The collision energ
is 300 cm21.

j\l 3 7 10 15 20

0 0.221531028 0.262931028 0.351131028 0.280631028 0.282531028

1 0.510031028 0.692931028 0.612831028 0.663431028 0.658131028

2 0.988231029 0.190831028 0.518431028 0.247031028 0.251731028

3 0.173031028 0.414431028 0.989831028 0.515831028 0.522131028

4 0.158231028 0.370431028 0.616631028 0.352431028 0.343331028

5 0.555331029 0.366331028 0.636831028 0.380631028 0.363631028

6 0.242531029 0.681431028 0.109131027 0.560931028 0.539231028

7 0.913831029 0.992831028 0.135331027 0.489231028 0.466331028

8 0.435131029 0.183831027 0.341031027 0.103531027 0.102731027

9 0.604031029 0.510431027 0.698431027 0.217231027 0.217731027

10 0.108031028 0.124831026 0.165831026 0.439731027 0.449231027

11 0.905831029 0.357331026 0.442131026 0.116231026 0.119531026

12 0.5388310210 0.152531025 0.129231025 0.380331026 0.387131026

13 0.1791310212 0.423731024 0.582731025 0.261031025 0.259431025

14 0.1567310217 0.501331026 0.344431025 0.237231025 0.235431025
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VR of HF(v51) is very slow to low rotational levels o
uv50& and the rate constants should be very sensitive to
interaction potential. Second, the transitions to high ro
tional levels (;13) of uv50& are determined by high-orde
terms in Legendre expansion~4! of the interaction potentia
which have significantly lower magnitude than the fi
terms. Thus, one should expect a weaker dependence o
u j 50&→u j 513& transitions upon the variations of the PE
than in the case ofu j 50&→u j ;0& transitions. As a results
since the VR of HF is of a quasiresonant character w
transitions to highj levels dominating, even strong variation
of the PES do not dramatically change the total VR ra
providing the PES remains highly anisotropic.

As follows from Fig. 2~b! there are 16 rotational level
below the first vibrational level in DF and the stateuv51, j
50& is in close resonance with the statesu j 515& and
u j 516& of uv50&. At the same time the interaction potenti
of DF with Ar is significantly less anisotropic than in th
case of HF1Ar. The calculations~Fig. 7! prove that VR in
DF has a similar resonant character to that in HF and
state uv51, j 50& of DF relaxes mostly to the level
u j 515& and u j 516& of uv50&, although the resonance
less pronounced and there is more structure in the finj
dependence of cross sections for VR of DF(v51, j 50) than
for VR of HF(v51, j 50) @cf. Figs. 7 and 6~b!#. Thus, on
one hand, the VR rate is suppressed by a decreased an
ropy of the interaction potential but, on the other hand, i
enhanced by the defect of the resonance. Moreover, the
tial rotational distribution of DF is broader than that of H
due to a denser spacing of rotational states and one nee
include more cross sections~with the appropriate Boltzmann
weighting factors! in order to obtain the converged total V
rates. We tried to evaluate the influence of each of th
three factors whose counterplay results in a small isot
HF/DF effect. The lowering of interaction anisotropy d
creases the cross sections by a factor 7.0–7.5. The defe
the resonance plays a minor role and increases the VR c
sections by a factor 1.25 at the collision energy 300 cm21.

FIG. 7. Cross sections foruv51, j 50&→uv50, j & transitions in Ar1DF at
the collision energy 300 cm21.
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The broadening of the initial Boltzmannj distribution in-
creases the relaxation rate by about 3.6 times atT5300 K. It
is clear that the suppressing effect due to lowering of
interaction anisotropy is the same at all collision energ
while the defect of the resonance and the effect of the ini
rotational distribution broadening will increase with collisio
energy and the temperature of the bath gas, correspondin
So it may be expected that at low temperatures the VR of
will be smaller than that of HF by at most a factor 2–2.5 a
approach~and possibly exceed! the VR of HF at higher tem-
peratures as is observed in the shock tube experiments.11–13

Following the works of Banks and Clary46 and Tanner
and Maricq48 we perform the CC-IOSA calculations of th
cross sections for VR in the HF1Ar collisions in order to
illustrate the role of molecular rotations in the VR proce
Figure 8 depicts the energy dependencies of the cross
tions for uv51&→uv50& transitions in HF obtained with the
CC-IOSA method (̄50) and from the CS calculations fo
j 50. One can see that the IOSA fails dramatically due to
peculiar resonant character of the VR process which can
be reproduced within the IOS approximation for rotation
degrees of freedom. Since the CC-IOSA calculations are
formed at a number of fixed collision anglesQ the most
straightforward way to improve the CC-IOSA results may
to introduce the effective mass for the collision that wou
account for the internal ro-vibrational energy redistributi
in the course of a collision.24,35 To check this we introduce
the effective m* 5m/@11m/mHF sin2(Q)# rather than re-
duced mass in the CC-IOSA. The results of the Effect
mass— IOSA calculations shown in Fig. 8 are much clo
to the CC-CSA values and their energy dependence is qu
tatively the same as of the CC-CSA cross sections. One
hope35 that by choosing the effective mass in a more app
priate way it is possible to obtain even quantitative agr
ment with the more accurate CC-CSA data.

In several works the assumption has been made that

FIG. 8. Cross sections for theuv51, j 50&→uv50& transitions in Ar1HF
from the Coupled States~circles!, CC-IOSA ~triangles! and effective
mass—CC-IOSA~diamonds! calculations.
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and multiple quantum vibrational transitions contribute ne
ligibly to the total VR rate. We find, however, that when th
difference between two ro-vibrational levels of HF is in clo
resonance with the collision energy the cross sections
multiple quantum vibrational transitions may be large. F
ure 9 illustrates this effect at the collision energy 1300 cm21.
The energy gap between the statesuv54, j 50& and uv
50, j 527& is ;1300 cm21 and it is possible to see the dra
matic magnitude of the cross section for this transition
comparison with the transitions to all other levels of theuv
50& manifold. This suggest that although in general the tw
and multiple quantum transitions are several orders of m
nitude lower than the one-quantum transitions there may
resonance effects that make the former too fast to be
glected.

The results of Fig. 6 and Table VI as well as the qu
siresonant character of VR suggest that the low rotatio
states ofuv50& should be insignificant in the VR proces
To investigate this we perform the CC-CS calculations w
different number ofuv50, j & states in the basis set~Table
VII !. The results show that even low-energy rotational ch
nels of uv50& play a crucial role in VR ofuv51&. At the
same time the rotational states ofuv50& appear to be insig-
nificant for rotationally inelastic transitions between t
states ofuv51& and all states belowuv51, j 50& may be

FIG. 9. Cross sections for theuv54, j 50&→uv50, j & transitions at the
collision energy 1300 cm21.
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neglected if one is interested in vibrationally elastic (v51)
rotational transitions. Thus, the ro-vibrational coupling is im
portant for vibrationally inelastic transitions but plays no ro
for vibrationally elastic ones.

It is of interest to note that collisional VR and vibration
predissociation of the ArHF complex exhibit many comm
features. The latter was also found to be of resonant cha
ter with a strong propensity for populating the highest acc
sible rotational level of the HF product.40 The rate of predis-
sociation, which proceeds through the transfer of o
vibrational quantum, scales withv as strongly asv5 and
almost no isotope effect was observed for an ArDF comp
for v51.41 It would be interesting to study such a correspo
dence in more detail.

IV. SUMMARY

The main results of the present work can be summari
as following:

~1! Accurate close coupling coupled states calculations
the rate constants for rotational relaxation of HFv
50, j 513) and vibrational relaxation of HF(v51) by
Ar are performed for the first time due to availability o
a new three-dimensional PES for Ar1HF interaction;

~2! the mechanism of vibrational relaxation of HF(v51) is
investigated and it is shown that VR is of a quasires
nant character and occurs mostly to two nearest ro
tional levels ofuv50&. This mechanism dominates eve
at high-collision energies although the resonance pe
are broader and less pronounced than these at small
lision energies. The quasiresonant nature of VR is due
large anisotropy of the Ar1HF interaction;

~3! the experimentally observed small HF/DF isotope eff
is explained by a counterplay of three factors. Loweri
of the interaction anisotropy for DF1Ar decreases the
VR rate by about 7–7.5 times while the broadening
the initial rotational distribution of DF in compariso
with HF and the defect of the resonance increase the
rate by a factor 3.5–4 atT5300 K. The effect of the
initial distribution broadening is expected to increa
with temperature and it may lead to a complete dis
pearance of the isotope effect at higher temperatures

~4! the cross sections for one quantum relaxation of vib
tional levels withv51,2,3,4 are obtained and shown
increase dramatically withv number. The transitions
TABLE VII. Cross sections (Å2) for vibrationally and rotationally inelastic transitions from theuv51, j 50&
level of HF in collisions with Ar obtained with different number of open channels below the leveluv50, j
513& (N) in the basis set. The maximum number ofN is 13.

Final (v, j )

N (0,13) (0,14) (0,( j ) (1,1) (1,2) (1,3)

1 0.23431024 0.38331025 0.27331024 10.225 9.834 4.331
3 0.76531024 0.58331025 0.84331024 10.225 9.840 4.331
5 0.58031024 0.43131025 0.63031024 10.225 9.840 4.331
7 0.49331026 0.21931025 0.28131025 10.226 9.840 4.331
9 0.15631025 0.21231025 0.11631024 10.226 9.839 4.335

13 0.25931025 0.23531025 0.55631025 10.197 9.827 4.332
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from higher vibrational levels show similar quasires
nant behavior with high rotational levels ofv21 mostly
populated after a collision. The significant increase
the VR rates with vibrational excitation can be explain
by the great increase of the interaction strength with
bond length elongation;

~5! the multiple quantum vibrational relaxation is found
be negligibly small in general, although the transiti
cross sections may increase dramatically when the
ference between the initial and final states is in clo
resonance with collision energy;

~6! the crucial role of molecular rotations in the VR proce
is confirmed by comparison of cross sections from
coupled states calculations and those performed with
infinite-order-sudden approximation for rotational d
grees of freedom. It is shown that the CC-IOSA resu
may be improved by incorporating an effective ang
dependent mass that would account for the internal
ergy redistribution in the diatomic;

~7! the sensitivity of the VR rates to the interaction PES
discussed and it is shown that strong variations of
PES result in relatively small changes of the total V
rate constants which is a consequence of the quasir
nant character of VR with high rotational levels contri
uting predominantly to the final population distribution

~8! the role of low energy rotational states ofuv50& in VR
is investigated and it is shown that the ro-vibration
coupling is crucial for vibrationally inelastic transition
but it plays no role for vibrationally elastic ones. Th
suggests that it is possible to perform the close coup
calculations of vibrationally elastic rotational transitio
considering only the states of the givenv level.
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